CRTF is a novel transcription factor that regulates multiple stages of Dictyostelium development.
During aggregation, Dictyostelium establish nanomolar oscillation waves of extracellular cAMP, but as development progresses, cells become responsive to higher, non-fluctuating concentrations of cAMP. The regulation of the promoter responsible for expression of cAMP receptor subtype 1, CAR1, during aggregation reflects these signaling variations. Transcription of CAR1 from the early, aggregation promoter is activated by cAMP pulsing, but is repressed by continuous exposure to micromolar concentrations of cAMP. Deletion and mutation analyses of this promoter had defined an element essential for cAMP-regulated expression, and mobility shift assay, DNA crosslinking and DNase I footprinting experiments had identified a nuclear protein (CRTF) with zinc-dependent sequence binding specificity. In our study, CRTF was purified to homogeneity, peptides were sequenced and full-length cDNAs were obtained. The deduced CRTF protein is approximately 100 kDa with a C-terminal, zinc finger-like motif required for DNA binding; CRTF purified from cells, however, represents only a 40 kDa C-terminal fragment that retains DNA-binding activity. As might have been predicted if CRTF were essential for the regulation of CAR1, crtf-null strains fail to develop under standard conditions or to exhibit induced expression of CAR1 or other cAMP-regulated genes. Furthermore, crtf-nulls also fail to sporulate, even under conditions that bypass the dependence on early cAMP signaling pathways. In addition, early developmental events of crtf-null strains could be rescued with exogenous cAMP treatment, constitutive expression of CAR1 or co-development with wild-type cells; however, these treatments were insufficient to promote sporulation. This suggests a cell-autonomous role for CRTF during late development that is separate from its capacity to control CAR1 expression. Finally, ablation of CRTF promotes a precocious induction of certain cAMP-dependent gene expression pathways. We suggest that CRTF may function to help insulate distinct pathways from simultaneous and universal activation by cAMP. CRTF, thus, exhibits multiple complex and independent regulatory functions during Dictyostelium development.